Towards protein folding with evolutionary techniques.
We present design details and first tests of a new evolutionary algorithm approach to ab initio protein folding. It does not focus on dihedral angles exclusively, but mainly operates on introduction, extension, break-up, and destruction of secondary structure elements, given as correlated dihedral angle values. In first test applications to polyalanines (up to 60 residues) and random primary sequences (up to 40 residues), we demonstrate that this use of prior knowledge is well balanced: On the one hand, it ensures quick introduction of secondary structure elements if they are favorable for a given primary sequence, but still allows for efficient location of pure random coil solutions without enforcing any secondary structure elements, if folds of this type are preferred by the given primary sequence. Furthermore, the algorithm is clearly able to pack several secondary structure elements into favorable tertiary structure arrangements, although no part of the algorithm is explicitly designed to do this. In first test examples on real-life peptides between 21 and 44 residues from the Protein Data Bank, the quality of the results depends on the force field used (as expected); nevertheless, we can show that the algorithm is able to find structures in good agreement with the targets easily and consistently, if the force field allows for that.